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Abstract: 

Nowadays Cloud Computing is one of the most often used buzzwords in computing. There
are  many  providers  offering  many  kinds  of  cloud  services.  Such  services  present
prospective clients with many benefits. But is cloud computing a mature technology? Is it
ready for large scale adoption? 
Our  conviction  at  the  Christian  Doppler  Laboratory  of  Client  Centric  Cloud  Computing
(CDCC)  in  Austria  is  that  cloud  computing  still  requires  a  lot  of  fundamental  research.
Among many other problems, we identified a lack of client orientation. The customer loses
control over his data in a cloud system, posing a lot of challenges on how to make him feel
safe and in control of his own systems on the cloud. At the CDCC we are working on formal
models for a client-controlled interaction middleware that will  be located on the customer
side,  which can be easily adapted to leading cloud architectures. The middleware would
have different, loosely coupled components. The middleware covers identity management,
device  adaptivity,  security  monitoring,  SLA Management,  client-to-client  interaction  and
multi-cloud  support.  In  the  seminar,  we  will  present  the  different  components  of  the
middleware with the main focus on SLA management in the cloud. 
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